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MEMO 98 has more than 20 years
of international track record in
media monitoring during election
campaigns and so we decided to
use our expertise and map out the
information landscape in Slovakia
ahead of the parliamentary
elections 2020.

The main purpose of the
monitoring was to determine if
voters had ample information
to make qualified choices at
the ballot box and whether this
information was sufficiently
diverse, balanced and of adequate
quality. Since we wanted to have
the most precise and fresh data on
what sources people use to receive
information about domestic
politics, we outsourced the
Focus polling agency to conduct
a survey in the second half of
January 2020. The results of the
survey demonstrate that television
continues to be the dominant
source of information about
domestic politics for majority of
people. Three times fewer people
get information from online media
(websites) and as much as six times
fewer people get their information
from social media. Based on the
survey results, and in context with
the 2020 parliamentary elections,
we therefore decided to focus on
monitoring of four nationwide TV
channels, twelve selected online
media as well as Facebook and
Instagram.

Rasťo Kužel, MEMO 98
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n recent years, the way how
people receive political
messages has changed
profoundly also in relation to
the growing influence of social
media. Along with these changes,
there also came some negative
phenomena: we have witnessed
a major surge in unverified and
manipulative information, which
confirms many individuals’
prejudices and biases. Experience
from a number of countries
shows that the risk of abuse
increases dramatically in a period
of intensified political and social
engagement, such as elections.
Social media and disinformation
have become an increasingly
relevant center of attention as a
potential threat to the integrity
of election processes. While
for most people, television still
continues to be the primary source
of information about politics, the
growing relevance of social media
has inspired us to include also
Facebook and Instagram into our
pre-election monitoring along with
TV channels and online media.
Moreover, we analyzed Facebook
and online media also for presence
of disinformation, polarizing or
hateful narratives as well as any
potential sentiment towards
particular political parties.
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Voters had ample
information to make a
qualified choice at the
ballot box. In spite of the
relatively well-established
and continually growing
influence of the so-called
‘alternative’ sources, the
traditional media brought
a wide range of information
about all relevant political
stakeholders. A number
of discussion formats
and multimedia formats
were available along with
analytical and critical
approach by some online
media which systematically
pursued the democratic
public interests. The pivotal
role of Facebook was one
of the major phenomena
of the campaign; for the
first time in the Slovak
history, Facebook strongly
influenced the way how
information was provided
during the election
campaign for parliamentary
elections.

#2
RTVS failed to meet its role
of a public broadcaster
– the legal requirement
of impartiality during an
election campaign was
compromised by showing
support to parties of
the ruling coalition. This
became most evident
both in the amount of
airtime as well as in
tone of presentation of
the government, and
particularly one of its
parts, the Slovak National
Party (SNS). This political
party, led by Andrej Danko,
Speaker of the National
Council (i.e. the Slovak
parliament), enjoyed
significant attention in the
news and he was even the
most frequently invited
guest in the main political
debate program titled
‘O 5 minút 12’ during the
campaign. Still, the Council
for Broadcasting and
Retransmission has failed
to notice this failure.

Online media, namely the
news portals (aktuality.
sk), as well as websites of
some print titles (Denník
N, SME and Pravda),
represent an increasingly
important information
base for citizens. They are
long-standing providers
of information which
is important for the
democratic character of
the country (with regards
to the threat of fascism)
and at the same time, with
their critical attitude, they
hold the state authorities
to account. In this respect,
they often supplement
or even fully substitute
the public nationwide TV
and radio (RTVS). Many of
them successfully utilized
the advantages of running
multimedia editorial offices
and held discussions and
interviews with candidates.

#4
While social media have
become a permanent
and relevant component
of election campaigns in
Slovakia, this time they
played the pivotal role
in the context of the
parliamentary elections.
Although Instagram
is gradually gaining
popularity, only a minimum
number of candidates used
it actively to communicate
their political messages. On
the other hand, Facebook
has become an important
channel in the campaign,
and it is quite likely that it
contributed to the major
change of the electoral
dynamics, as the video by
the future winner OĽaNO
(Ordinary People and
Independent Personalities)
from the French Riviera
had over 1.62 million views.
Also, the three election
advertising spots by
SMER-SD and one from
SaS registered over one
million views.
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n any election campaign,
the role of the media is
irreplaceable, particularly in
presentation of the respective
political stakeholders, in
communicating their previous
activity, party manifestos,
communication of important views
and opinions in the campaign as
well as the visions for the future.
This information helps voters to
decide on election day when they
cast their votes for respective
political forces to entrust them
with their representative mandate.
Media monitoring during elections
provides voters with feedback on
the quality of selected information
sources. For the media, it provides
feedback on the quality of their
work.

hlavnespravy.sk. The criteria for
the actual monitoring included
the space that the respective
media outlet dedicated to political
stakeholders and the tone in
which these stakeholders were
presented. Besides, just like in
the case of TV channels, we
also monitored presence of the
discussed topics and narratives.

Our monitoring of TV channels
primarily focused on the main
news programs on RTVS, TV
Markíza, TV JOJ and TA3 during
the 6 weeks of the campaign (14
January – 24 February 2020),
analyzing the presentation of the
parties and movements running
in the elections as well as their
leaders, the president and the
Slovak government. The monitored
criteria included the airtime which
media dedicated to the respective
stakeholders as well as the tone
(positive/neutral/negative) of their
presentation. The key criteria for
selection of online media was their
popularity. Based on this criterion,
we selected the following online
media for our monitoring: aktuality.
sk, cas.sk, dennikn.sk, dnes24.
sk, dobrenoviny.sk, hnonline.sk,
pluska.sk, pravda.sk, sme.sk, topky.
sk, as well as hlavnydennik.sk and

Our analysis of social media
was focused on Facebook
and Instagram from the
commencement of the campaign
on 5 November 2019 (when the
date of the general elections
was officially announced) to 28
February 2020 (the last day before
the elections). We monitored
activity (the number of posts)
as well as interaction (the total
number of reactions, comments
and shares) of the parties running
in the elections as well as their
leaders and top candidates.
When evaluating the activity of
political players on social media,
it is necessary to take note that
some parties and candidates
promote their posts using paid
advertising (‘boosting’) which has
direct influence on the reach and
therefore also the impression of
the post ‘success’.

1st most frequent source

12%

2nd most frequent source
3rd most frequent source
More than half of people get
their news about domestic
politics from television
(against all other types of
media together)

Which media
are popular?

22%

19%

11%

10%
28%
11%

28%

15%

12%

11%
13%

of respondents identified social media networks
to be their most frequent source of political
information. Despite this relatively low number,
Facebook has become an important channel
in the campaign, and it is quite likely that it
contributed to the major change of the electoral
dynamics.

52%

7%

Television

Radio

8%

17%

Acquaintance,
Online
friends,
media/web
colleagues
sites

3%

5%

9%

Print media

Social media
networks

3%
1%

1%

YouTube

Other

Based on the findings of the
survey conducted by Focus,
we can conclude that most
of the population draws
information about domestic
politics from television,
indicated as the first primary
source of information by
as many as 52% of the
respondents. When looking at
the respective TV channels,
the largest number of viewers
mentioned private TV Markíza
and public RTVS. One in
three indicated TV Markíza
(33%) as their primary most
frequently used source of
political information while
RTVS followed with 28% of
the interviewed respondents.
One in five (19%) mentioned TV
JOJ while only 12% prefer TA3.
Online media (media outlets’
websites or specific news
portals) represent the primary
most frequently used source of
domestic political information
for 17% of the respondents.
Among them, the most popular
websites include aktuality.sk
(27%), followed by sme.sk (10%),
topky.sk (9%) and dennikn.sk
(7%). Social networks represent
the primary most frequently
used source of domestic
political information for 9%
of the respondents. When
it comes to social networks,
Facebook clearly dominates
indicated by an overwhelming
majority of the respondents
(99%).
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When it comes to the tone of
presentation, with the exception
of the far-right KotlebovciĽSNS, where negative tone of
information prevailed, all other
political subjects were presented
mostly with a neutral tone. More
frequent prevalence of negative
information was registered for
SMER-SD (27% of information in
total) as well as SNS (more than
22% of information). In the case
of the party led by Speaker of
the Parliament (from the SNS
party), this was to a great extent
influenced by the audio recording
of his phone call with A. Zsuzsová

From among political leaders, Andrej Danko appeared most
frequently in the debate program.

given the fact that it was not unbiased
- it was mainly due to the fact that
the SNS party received a significant
coverage in the main news program.

The total share of political parties
in RTVS news programs
SNS
(who was indicted as a culprit
in the murder of journalist Ján
Kuciak). All in all, the government
as such was presented neutrally
(roughly 80% of the information
about the government was
neutral), however, positive
information prevailed over the
negative. Looking at the 10 most
frequently presented political
entities on RTVS, the incumbent
president Zuzana Čaputová
received the biggest amount of
positive coverage, whereas among
the political parties, it was only
the SaS which ended up with a
larger share of positive information
as opposed to the negative
information.
If we look in detail at the
thematic structure of the news
broadcast by RTVS, the dominant
subject was international news
(18%, particularly in relation to
coronavirus), followed by politics
(almost 9%), culture (8%), crime
and security (8%). Just to compare,
the public TV channel dedicated
5% of its news airtime to the
environment, 3% to social issues
and around 1% to minorities.
When it comes to the most
covered stories, information about
coronavirus dominated as well as
the coverage of the investigation
of the murder of journalist J. Kuciak
and his fiancée, M. Kušnírová.
When it comes to elections (as a
monitored topic), RTVS devoted
considerably less coverage to this
topic in general in comparison with
the privately-owned TV Markíza.

6

12.6%

SMER

Other

5

2.9%

Kotlebovci - ĽSNS

SaS

3.5%

4

PS/Spolu

38.6%

3.7%

Government

Most-Híd

OĽaNO
4

Most-Híd

4.3%

3

OĽaNO

PS/Spolu
3

5.0%
Za ľudí

Sme rodina
3

7.9%
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T

he publicly-funded
television RTVS dedicated
the bulk of its news airtime
to the ruling coalition parties SMER-SD and SNS. Together with
the substantial airtime provided
to the government as such, this
was almost two thirds of the total
airtime devoted to election and
political-related information (these
two government parties acquired
three times larger airtime than the
third coalition partner Most-Híd).
Just to compare, RTVS dedicated
the total of approx. 17% of airtime
to the six parties of democratic
opposition, the smallest share
among all monitored TV channels.
Moreover, we should also take
note of the trend of the notable
over-representation of SNS in the
discussion programs organized by
RTVS. During the campaign, SNS
was the most frequently invited
political party (6 invitations)
despite its much weaker standing
in terms of voter preferences. RTVS
even made the last-minute change
of rules for the final election
debate so that SNS could take part
as well. All in all, we can conclude
that RTVS failed to comply with its
duty to provide impartial and fair
coverage of election campaign.

RTVS failed to
live up to its
obligation as a
public service
broadcaster

The parties which participated
most in the debate program on
RTVS called 5 minutes before 12
(o 5 minút 12)

Kotlebovci - ĽSNS

President

3

10.7%
SNS

10.8%
SMER

RTVS devoted as much as 60 % of its election and
political news coverage to the ruling SMER-SD, SNS
and the government.
Photo credit: Shutterstock.com
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In its news programs, TV Markíza
dedicated more airtime to election
campaign than RTVS (70 minutes
against 38 minutes on RTVS). Also,
TV Markiza managed to cover eight
different aspects of the campaign
– the largest number across all four
monitored TV channels. Just like in
other TV channels, the government
enjoyed the largest airtime also
on TV Markíza - however, when
compared to other channels, it
was still the smallest share (TV
Markiza gave a little less than 26%
to the government). Looking at
the coverage of political parties,
SMER–SD dominated, followed
by SNS and OĽaNO. TV Markíza
was the only channel which
dedicated almost identical airtime
to the parties of the democratic
opposition and the ruling coalition.
Conversely, in TA3, this comparison
resulted in the largest difference –
14.5% for the benefit of the ruling
coalition parties.
In the news program of TA3, SNS
clearly dominated, having gained
one fifth of the news airtime, which
is clearly the largest share of
airtime dedicated to a single party
across all TV channels. The second
most frequently presented party
was another coalition member,
SMER-SD, while all other parties
received much smaller airtime.
When it comes to the tone of the
coverage, this TV channel brought

TA3 allocated the biggest share of its news coverage to the SNS
party. This was the biggest share of the coverage devoted to a
single party on all monitored TV channels. TA3 also demonstrated
its political favouritism towards the ruling parties in its discussion
program titled In politics (V politike) - as many as 41 % of guests
were representatives of SMER-SD and SNS

Government

The share of political parties’
coverage on TV Markiza
news program

30.1%

SNS
20.1%

SMER
10.6%

President

18.4%

7.9%

Other

PS/Spolu
5.1%

2.9%

25.7%

SaS

Government

3.0%

OĽaNO
4.6%

SaS

Kotlebovci - ĽSNS

3.3%

3.1%

Kotlebovci - ĽSNS

Sme rodina

3.2%

3.9%

12.6%

President
While TV Markiza devoted
as much as 70 minutes of
its news coverage to the
election campaign, RTVS
devoted only 38 minutes of
such coverage.

2.9%

4.1%

PS/Spolu

Other

5.0%

7.5%

Most-Híd

6.9%
the smallest share of negative
information. Only Kotlebovci-ĽSNS
and SMER–SD were covered in a
more negative perspective when
compared to the other major
political parties. At the same time,
TA3 was the only TV channel,
where SNS had a comparable
share of negative and positive
coverage – elsewhere, mainly in TV
JOJ, this party was portrayed in a
more critical light.

Za ľudí

SMER

OĽaNO

12.2%

SNS

6.9%
Za ľudí

The SNS party was allocated as much as 20% of the political and
election-related coverage in the main news program - which was
more than a joint total of the coverage devoted to all parties of
the democratic opposition.

The media coverage of 2020 Slovak elections

T

he criteria for news
reporting of privatelyowned TV channels are the
same as for the public broadcaster.
The Law on Broadcasting and
Retransmission provides that TV
channels ensure diversity and
pluralism of opinions in their
broadcasts and, in particular, they
are obliged to keep their news and
political programs objective and
impartial.

The share of political
parties’ coverage on
TA3 news program
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Elections
(individual
topics)

Elections
(individual
topics)

2.

2.

Fascism

International
affairs

Media

6.

European
Union

Fascism
5.6%

6.

Migration

Media

8.

8.

The European
Union

14.1%

5.

7.

10.

21.3%

4.

7.

LGBT

Dennik N, Hospodarske noviny
(along with Radio Expres) and
Novy cas organised election
debates. SME and Pravda
(as well as Radion Expres)
organised interviews with
candidates. The flexible format
(not bounded by formal rules
when it comes to line-up and
time limits) enriched the preelection information space.

The mafia
state

Migration

9.

Extra
discussion
programs

30.4%

3.

Traditional
values

The Roma

39.7%

0.0%

0.0%

4.4%

0.0%

0.0%

3.2%

0.0%

0.0%

1.3%

7.5%

Aktuality.sk, Dennik N and
SME have been for a long time
bringing information which are
important for the democratic
character of the country
(such as the threat of fascism)
and at the same time act as
watchdogs which are forcing
the authorities with their hard
hitting and critical journalism
to be more responsible and
accountable.

The Slovak
identity

9.
LGBT

10.
Freedom

19.6%

Hlavne spravy
and Hlavny
dennik devoted
some positive
coverage to the
fascist party
KotlebovciĽSNS.
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5.

42.4%

Hlavné správy

International
affairs

“The threat of fascism” was
among the most covered
topics on as many as 7 media
outlets.

48.9%

SME

4.

Kotlebovci
- ĽSNS

Aktuality.sk

The mafia
state

SMER-SD

Hlavné správy

Conversely, some websites (in
particular Hlavné správy and
Hlavný denník) presented only the
selected parties in a positive tone.
While the mainstream media were
almost all united in their critical
tone towards anti-democratic
practice, the two abovementioned titles from the so-called
‘alternative scene’ portrayed the
fascistic party Kotlebovci-ĽSNS
neutrally, if not favorably (in Hlavný
denník, it was SME rodina party
which was portrayed even more
favorably).

1.

Neutral which are calculated as the remaining part of 100%

SME

Some media even organized
election debates (Denník N,
Hospodárske noviny jointly with
Rádio Expres, Nový čas) and
interviews with the candidates
(SME, Pravda), which greatly
enriched the campaign information
landscape with their open
character, informality and relaxed
rules (in terms of line-up or time
limits).

OĽaNO

1.

3.

Positive

Aktuality.sk
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The above-mentioned division
was perhaps most evident with
regards to the topic The threat
of fascism. In the 7 monitored
online media (the opinion-making
Aktuality, Denník N, Hospodárske
noviny, Pravda and SME as well as
the tabloids Nový čas and Topky),
this narrative belonged to the Top
10 topics (out of 69 monitored in
total). At the same time, in eight
out of twelve websites (with the
exception of Hlavný denník, Hlavné
správy, Pluska and Dobré noviny),
the far-right Kotlebovci-ĽSNS
belonged to the most intensively
criticized parties.

Aktuality, Denník N, Dnes 24,
Hospodárske noviny and SME
were all very critical towards the
government and the coalition
parties SMER-SD and SNS, in
which they fulfilled the essential
role of the media: to work in
public interest, act as a watchdog
guarding the authorities forcing
them to demonstrate more
accountability. The results of the
monitoring suggest that with the
exception of Dobré noviny and
Topky, online media in general
were strongly critical in their tone.

Negative

Hlavné správy

F

or quite some time now,
some online media (news
portals and websites of
respectable print titles) have
represented an important and
relevant information basis also
for their efforts to shape the
democratic character of the
country. With their unwavering
support of the public interest and
thanks to their diverse activity,
they supplement – if not fully
substitute – the public RTVS.
On the other hand, we can see
certain online media which often
fail to respect the elementary
basics of journalism and spread
hoaxes and disinformation. As we
were interested to see how would
online media in general cover the
election campaign, we decided
to include not only the opinionmaking and tabloid media but also
two websites with problematic
content (who in general do not
follow journalistic standards but
are featuring high when it comes
to popularity) in our monitoring.

The topics are shown
according to the cumulative
readership of articles Hlavne
spravy and Hlavny dennik.

How the mainstream and
disinformation webs covered
individual political parties

SME

Online
media

The topics are shown
according to the cumulative
readership of articles
on Aktuality, Dennik N,
Hospodarske noviny, Novy cas,
Pluska, Pravda, SME, Topky

The most covered
topics on
disinformation web
sites

Aktuality.sk

The most covered
topics in the
mainstream media
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Politicians on Facebook
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ocial media are becoming
a very important source
of political information in
general and all the more before
and during elections – they
completely reset the perception of
politics as the filter of traditional
media is dropped. In the run-up
before the 2020 parliamentary
elections, we analyzed how
Facebook and Instagram were
used in the campaign – whether
it was to increase awareness,
inform and mobilize the voters, or
to spread lies and disinformation.
Our monitoring of Facebook
was conducted from the date of
announcement of the elections (5
November 2019) until the last day
before the elections (28 February
2020). We monitored activity
(the number of posts), as well as
interaction (the total number of
reactions, comments and shares)
of political parties, their leaders
and top candidates.

16

In the monitored period, political
parties and movements generated
7152 posts on Facebook, which
represents the average of 62
posts per day. When we look at
the monitored politicians, we are
talking about 16 013 posts in total,
which represents 138 posts per
day on average. Ľuboš Blaha of
SMER-SD generated the highest
number of interactions related to
his Facebook posts (1 286 400). He
was followed by Peter Pellegrini
(732 800), Michal Truban (612 700),
Andrej Kiska (536 500) and Milan
Uhrík (489 800). When it comes
to interactions generated by the
parties and movements running
in the elections, OĽaNO was the
clear winner (1 224 400), followed
by SMER-SD (481 700) and SME
rodina (466 900).

OĽaNO in Cannes

Fico in kindergarten

Among the top 10 posts by parties and politicians
running in the elections that generated the
highest number of interactions, there were four
posts by OĽaNO, two by SMER-SD (Facebook
page of the party as well as the page of thenPrime Minister, Peter Pellegrini), while SaS, Andrej
Kiska (Za ľudí), SME rodina and SNS had one
post each. The post published by OĽaNO titled
„AKTUÁLNE PRED POČIATKOVOU VILOU NA
FRANCÚZSKEJ RIVIÉRE“ (Right now outside
the villa of [ex-minister] Počiatek in the French
Riviera) generated the highest number of
interactions. It was published on 20 January 2020
and boosted by OĽaNO with a rough budget
of €4 500. At the time of writing of this report
(mid-March 2020), this post had over 1.62 million
views (it was the video with the largest number
of views by any politician or party running in the
elections), generated over 31 thousand reactions,
6.5 thousand comments and 21.5 thousand shares
– all in all, over 58 thousand interactions.

The second most popular post when it comes to
the number of views was a satirical video which
the SMER-SD party copied from the Israeli Aron
Shaviv agency. In the video, members of the
Slovak democratic opposition are played by kids in
a kindergarten (with the aim to ridicule them). To
boost this video on Facebook, the SMER-SD paid
some 4,000 EUR. The post had around 1.5 million
views, almost 12,000 reactions, 4,400 comments
and 4,300 shares – in total more than 20,000
interactions.

OK, I have to admit (without any real pressure) that a similar
video was already used abroad. However, given the fact that
our opposition is even funnier than the one in the foreign
video, we decided to do a Slovak version of the video

political parties on FB by the
number of interactions

Top 10

politicians on FB by the
number of interactions

1.

OBYČAJNÍ ĽUDIA
a nezávislé osobnosti

1,22 M

1.

Ľuboš Blaha

2.

SMER - SD

482 K

2.

Peter Pellegrini

734 K

3.

Sme rodina

467 K

3.

Michal Truban

613 K

4.

Slovenská
národná strana

278 K

4.

Andrej Kiska

537 K

5.

Sloboda a Solidarita

264 K

5.

Milan Uhrík europoslanec

490 K

6.

Vlasť

151 K

6.

Miroslav Beblavý

467 K

7.

Dobrá voľba

90 K

7.

Robert Fico

454 K

8.

Za ľudí

88 K

8.

Štefan Harabin

448 K

360 K

357 K

9.

Demokratická strana

75 K

9.

Marian Kotleba kandidát na prezidenta
Slovenskej republiky

10.

SPOLU - občianska
demokracia

75 K

10.

Jožo Pročko - stránka

1,29 M

The media coverage of 2020 Slovak elections

Popularity of
politicians and
parties on Facebook

Top 10
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#3

#2
The media regulator (The
Council for Broadcasting
and Retransmission)
should actively oversee
broadcasting during election
campaigns. Moreover,
legislative conditions should
be established enabling
a prompt reaction to any
breach of rules, including
an adequate sanctioning
mechanism. Besides the
above, the Council should be
obliged to perform monitoring
of news and current affairs
programs during the
campaign.

In compliance with the right
of voters for information, it
is important to enable them
to differentiate between
paid advertising and other
information. The sponsored
election content – whether
online or offline – should
be clearly labelled as such
to ensure it is obvious who
paid for its publishing. In
this respect, the competent
authorities (State Committee
for Elections and Control of
Financing of Political Parties
and the media regulator)
should establish a permanent
archive of advertising
content. This archive should
be publicly accessible to
increase the transparency of
electoral process and should
also provide easy-to-navigate
categories (e.g. based on the
respective paid amounts or
types of expenditures).

#5
#4
Multinational technological
corporations (such as Google,
Facebook etc.) should do their
best to improve transparency
of online political advertising
and to promptly react to
any content which breaches
their standards or the
relevant national legislation.
Regulatory authorities should
communicate with the above
corporations on a regular
basis and ensure efficient
and timely reaction in case of
any abuse of their platforms
for dissemination of hateful,
violent or otherwise illegal
content. Should this solution
turn out to be insufficient for
elimination of similar issues
during election campaigns,
it is necessary to consider a
specific legal regulation in
this particular area.

To re-consider the system
of appointment of RTVS
General Director, as well as
the members of the media
regulator. The objective in
both cases is to strengthen
the aspect of professionalism
of the elected officials and
their real credit among
professionals to the
detriment of any direct
political influence. Also, it
would be desirable to ensure
transparency of the process,
taking advantage of public
hearings and subsequent
public vote.

Slovenské voľby 2020 v informačnom priestore
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To modify the system of RTVS
funding with the objective of
increasing its independence
from the influence of the
government and thus enable
the broadcaster to fully
unwind its public-service
character, particularly in
respect of news and current
affairs programs. RTVS should
present a true plurality of
opinions and should not be
afraid to protect the public
interests even through
criticism of those in power
and therefore support
and conduct investigative
journalism.
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The applied methodology consists
of quantitative and qualitative
analysis of the selected media
content. While the quantitative
analysis monitors the airtime
dedicated to the monitored
subjects and the tone of their
presentation, the qualitative
analysis focuses on recording
of the so-called media effects,
i.e. news pieces which fail to
comply with the essential criteria
of professional journalism –
relevance, precision, transparency,
unbiased approach, as well as
balanced, diversified, timely and
comprehensible processing of the
topic etc.
Monitoring methodology consists
of three parts:
· TV channels
· online media (websites)
· social media

TV channels
The analysis looked into
presentation of political parties
running in the elections as well as
selected institutions (the president
and the Slovak government) in
the main news programs of the
four nationwide TV channels
(RTVS, TA3, TV JOJ and TV
Markíza) during the six weeks of
the campaign (14 January – 24
February 2020). It focused on
the provided airtime and the
tone (positive, neutral, negative),
in which the respective political
stakeholders were presented. We
also analyzed the topics[1] and
affairs/events[2] (within the context
of information about the monitored
political entities). The unit of
analysis represented 1 second.
Besides the news programs, the
qualitative analysis also included
the following discussion programs:
Na hrane in TV JOJ, Na telo in
TV Markíza, O 5 minút 12 in RTVS
and V politike in TA3 (5.11.201923.2.2020).

Online media
The analysis focused on

presentation of the abovementioned political parties and
stakeholders on the following
online portals: aktuality.sk, cas.sk,
denníkn.sk, dnes24, dobrenoviny.
sk, hnonline.sk, pluska.sk, pravda.
sk, sme.sk, topky.sk, including the
online media with problematic
content - hlavnespravy.sk and
hlavnydennik.sk. The monitoring
covered the four weeks of the
campaign (27 January – 23
February 2020), and it focused
on the space dedicated to these
parties and stakeholders as well
as the tone of presentation. One
article represented the unit of
analysis. We focused on the online
sections which were dedicated
to the election-related content
or possibly content dedicated
to domestic politics in general.
Our analysis also looked into
the narratives[3], which were
directly or indirectly related
to the elections. Other criteria
applied in the analysis included
balance of opinions (whether or
not the requirement for balanced
reporting was complied with, or
the report/article was biased), type
of genre (news report, investigative
article, commentary/column,
analysis, interview etc.) as well
as authorship (whether or not
the author and the source were
indicated).

months of the election campaign –
starting from the announcement of
the general elections (5 November
2019) until the last day before the
elections (28 February 2020). The
analysis includes Facebook and
Instagram, where we monitored
activity (the number of posts) as
well as interaction (the total the
number of reactions, comments
and shares) of political parties,
their leaders and top candidates.
A single post represented the
unit of analysis, and to ensure
stabilization, the data was
collected and evaluated no sooner
than 3 days after the end of the
monitored period (for the purposes
of the final report, it was after 14
days) using Crowdtangle[4].
When evaluating the activity of
political actors on social media,
it should be noted that some
parties and candidates promote
their Facebook posts using paid
advertising (‘boosting’) which
has influence on the post reach
and it may therefore amplify the
impression of ‘success’.
The Facebook analysis focused on
the following publicly accessible
Facebook pages - ‘public pages’[5],
not private profiles of the
politicians:

Parties
Social media
Within the work group led by
Democracy Reporting International
(DRI) which also featured MEMO
98, we elaborated a methodology
concept for social media
monitoring during elections. This
concept wad then tested with
support provided by Civitates
during election monitoring in 2019
(in Austria, Portugal, Poland, and
Romania).
The analysis focused on the
presentation of the political
parties and movements running in
the elections during almost four

Kandidujúce subjekty (pôvodných
25) a zároveň strany tvoriace
súčasť niektorých kandidujúcich
subjektov (OĽaNO a Kresťanská
únia, NOVA, Zmena zdola, ako
aj jednotlivé strany spoločnej
strany Magyar Közösségi
Összefogás - Maďarská komunitná
spolupatričnosť, ktorú tvorí Strana
maďarskej komunity - Magyar
Közösség Pártja, Összefogás –
Spolupatričnosť a Magyar Fórum
- Maďarské fórum). Verejný profil
(public page) malo 30 z celkových
31 politických strán a hnutí;[6]

Candidates
The top 10 candidates from each
party’s candidate list, as well as
other candidates who have at least
10 thousand followers on their
public page and simultaneously
Slovak MEPs, who meet the
condition of 10 thousand followers.
In total, 148 public pages of
candidates have been analyzed.

The following 26 areas were included among the
monitored topics: the military, transport/infrastructure,
economy/business/national economy, emergencies/
accidents/natural disasters, charity, justice/judiciary,
corruption, crime/security, culture, media, minorities,
religion/the church, civil society, the ombudsman,
politics, agriculture, social sphere/society, education/
science, sports, public administration, elections,
international affairs –- related to Slovakia and
international affairs non-related to Slovakia, healthcare,
the environment etc.

[1]

[2]
Affairs are defined as timely and burning political and
social affairs and events that resonate in the society
during the monitored period (almost 100 diverse
affairs in total). In the period before the elections,
we also included the topics that are related to the
elections (the so-called election-related affairs). These
included the following areas: Organization; General
information; Voting from abroad; The campaign – topics
and messages; Financing of the campaign; Election
polls; Election discussions and debates; Conflicts in
the campaign; The online poll by OĽANO; The videos
discrediting former president A. Kiska; The role and
relevance of the media and social networks; The
influence of other non-political stakeholders (the
church; unions etc.); Non-governmental election
campaign activity – in general; Non-governmental
election campaign activity – antifascist and antiextremist; Non-governmental election campaign
activity – mobilization; Support by the politicians from
abroad; Foreign activity influencing the elections; The
anti-West card in the campaign (anti-US, anti-EU); The
pro-Russian card in the campaign, etc.
[3]
In total, we have defined 14 essential narratives and
55 sub-narratives. The essential narratives included
the following: Elections, Slovak identity, Conspiracies
and hidden vested interests of those in power; the EU;
Migration; Traditional values; Freedom; International
events; LGBTI, Media; Fascism; Roma minority; Mafia
state; and other overlapping narratives.
[4]
CrowdTangle (a social media analytics tool owned
by Facebook) “tracks public posts on Facebook,
Instagram and Reddit, made by public accounts or
groups. The tool does not track every public account
and does not track private profiles or groups, so this
data is not representative of performance across the
entire platform. The numbers shown here reflect public
interactions (likes, reactions, comments, shares, upvotes
and three second views), but do not include reach
or referral traffic. It does not include paid ads unless
those ads began as organic, non-paid posts that were
subsequently “boosted” using Facebook’s advertising
tools. Because the system doesn’t distinguish this
type of paid content, note that some high-performing
content may have had paid distribution. CrowdTangle
also does not track posts made visible only to specific
groups of followers.”

Public pages, which had been inactive since the
beginning of 2019 were disregarded.

[5]

For the purposes of the analysis, we included
official public pages of parties and movements in the
list. Kotlebovci-ĽSNS party has more than 60 pages
including its district organizations – in the analysis we
included the page titled ĽS Naše Slovensko v NR SR,
which has the largest number of followers.

[6]
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